
Image simulated. T&C apply. The laser projector can be projected on a flat white or bright monotone wall without setting up an additional screen.
For a more optimized experience, using a screen dedicated to ultra short throw projector is recommended.

The Premiere

Model: LSP9T

Screen output range:
2m 54cm (100”) ~ 3m 30 cm (130”)

Model: LSP7T

Screen output range:
2m 28cm (90") ~ 3m 04cm (120”)



Triple Laser Technology*

Plunge into a vivid, bright and rich 
picture with the amazing resolution from 
cutting-edge laser technology.

A treat for the eyes1

Images simulated. *Single Lazer for LSP7T. ** 2200 ANSI for LSP7T.

2800 ANSI Lumen**

Light up your screen with the power of 
2800 lumens of brightness, creating a 
picture so bright that you can see every 
detail, even in the middle of the day in a 
sunlit room.

4K Resolution
Experience incredibly crisp images 
with fully optimised colour expression. 
Discover all the visual intricacies in 
every scene.

Film Maker Mode
For the first time ever, experience total 
cinematic brilliance from a projector. 
View your content in as high a quality 
as the director intended.
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Images simulated. *30W, 2.2Ch for LSP7T. **Only specific to LSP9T. #The data is based on SAMSUNG internal research. Calculated based on movie screening duration of 2 hours. UHP lamp : Ultra high performance lamp.

Powerful Sound*

40 watts of 4.2ch audio built-in to deliver powerful and dynamic sound that fills 
the room from corner-to-corner.

Music to the ears2

A perfect fit for any room3

20000 hrs+ Lifespan#

Prepare for endless movie marathons with more than 20,000 hours of brilliant 
luminescence, enough to power over 10,000 movies.

Elegant Design
A stunning, minimal, rounded design 
housed in a compact and sleek body 
with a premium fabric finish.

Ultra-Short Throw**

No need to redesign the room to 
accommodate the projector as it can 
create a massive and vibrant screen 
even when placed right near the wall.

20000 Hrs
Lamp life of over

20000 hours

10000 Movies
Watch over
10000 Movies



Image stimulated. All third party logos, trademarks and content are for representational purpose only and belong to respective third parties.

Multiple Voice Assistant*

You can even talk to any of our three 
built-in assistants – Amazon Alexa, 
Bixby and Google Assistant – and 
control your projector easily with voice 
commands.

Tap View
Project your phone screen instantly. 
Just tap The Premiere with your 
phone and it automatically mirrors 
what you’re watching or listening to.
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The smarter way to project4

Smart TV Experience
Get the renowned Smart experience of  Samsung TV with an incredible user 
interface, and even the instant-on feature.

Bixby Google AssistantAmazon Alexa

*Bixby voice commands recognize English (US/UK), French, Spanish, German, Italian, Chinese and Korean. Not all accents, dialects and expressions recognized. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of 
Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Ok Google and Google Assistant are trademarks/registered trademarks of Google LLC.



 Image simulated. Y stands for Yes and N stands for No.

TV specifications

The Premiere

Models

Screen Output Range 2m 54cm (100”)
~ 3m 30 cm (130”)

2m 28cm (90")
~ 3m 04cm (120”)

Picture quality

Light Source Type

HDR (High Dynamic Range)

Screen Output Range

Projectile Distance for
2m 54cm (100”)

Brightness (ANSI Lumen)

Light Source
Life 20000 Hrs

Contrast Enhancer

Film Maker Mode

Sound

Dolby Digital Plus

Sound

Adaptive Sound

Smart

Smart Features

Multi Voice Asssitant

Universal Guide

Mobile Tap Mirroring 

One Remote Control

Smart Browser
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Samsung services: we’ve got you covered

Images simulated.

Assuring a safe and hygienic experience

Click to know more

Extended warranty
A comprehensive warranty that lets you get the most 
out of your Samsung televisions for a longer period.

Extensive service network with multiple support channels

Service center touchpoints
3300+

Track your repairConvenient access

Call center facility
24 x 7

@

Extended 
warranty 
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All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details.
Products shown herein are for representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly. 
For more information or for e-waste pick up, 

please call 1800 40 7267864 or 1800 5 7267864.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N. - U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.

Follow us
samsungindia            SamsungIndia              SamsungIndia           SamsungIndiasamsungindia            SamsungIndia              SamsungIndia           samsungindia            SamsungIndia              SamsungIndia           

Contact us

WhatsApp
1800 5 7267864

Live Chat
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